
Looking After Your Refrigeration System 

Cleaning the Condenser on a Plug-In
Refrigerated Cabinet

Blocked Condensers: The most common cause of case failures in integral
(this means plug-in) refrigeration units are blocked condensers – sometimes
called the 'coils'. A commercial unit should not be compared to a domestic
units and require much more care and maintenance, especially open units or
units with heavy use and/or lots of glass area such as deli cases, pastry cases
and multidecks 

What exactly is the bit needs to be kept clean?  Look for what will appear
to be the air intake grill, not the covering plate the bit behind this which looks
like a lot of thin sheets of metal stacked with small gaps between them.
Unless cleaned regularly these fins can become choked with dust & debris
causing major component failure and compressor failure - which is the most
expensive part in any refrigerator. It is essential that you keep the condenser
clear of dust and blockages at all times, clean a minimum of
once a month and more frequently if the site conditions
warrant it. 

To clean: Isolate the unit and allow to stand without power for at least 1 hour,
do not connect to power until cleaning is complete  and all cover plates have
been replaced. Remove cover plates and use a soft brush to clean dust from
the fins (do not use stiff or wire brush). Vacuum debris away and replace the
cover plates. Always ensure that condensing units are free from dust build up

If condensers are not cleaned internal blockage will occur which can then only
be cleared by an engineer using compressed gas – these calls are always
chargeable. 

Without exception a blocked condenser will not be covered in any
manufacturers or suppliers warranty – rather they are considered serious
neglect and misuse and always result in the warranty being invalidated. 

Calls to blocked condensers are always chargeable. The rule is, clean your
condenser on a regular basis. If you don't it leads to expensive repairs and
invalidated warranties.  
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Where do I find the bit to clean? 

The fins of metal are usually located at the front of a 
cabinet at the base and they will be behind a section of 

the outer housing which will have holes or slats cut into it 
to allow air to be drawn into the system 


